ORIGINAL MOVIE ‘SIGNED, SEALED, DELIVERED: ONE IN A MILLION’
MARKS RETURN OF BELOVED FRANCHISE FROM
‘TOUCHED BY AN ANGEL’ EXECUTIVE PRODUCER MARTHA WILLIAMSON

Premieres Sunday, July 24, on Hallmark Movies & Mysteries


Now in its third season, the beloved franchise that features Stevie Wonder's iconic "Signed, Sealed, Delivered" song in the main titles, recently wrapped production on two additional installments with another "Signed, Sealed, Delivered" movie set to premiere Sept. 25 and one scheduled to go into production in the fall.

“Martha Williamson’s pedigree for storytelling is second to none,” said Michelle Vicary, Executive Vice President, Programming, Hallmark Channel and Hallmark Movies & Mysteries. “With Martha’s signature blend of comedy and drama, this inspiring movie explores love, loyalty and purpose – themes our audience values and embraces.”

Series Creator and Executive Producer Martha Williamson said “We have the most dedicated, involved fans of ‘Signed, Sealed, Delivered’ who are deeply invested not only in our lost-letter storytelling, but in the romantic and spiritual lives of our POstables. The next three movies are written especially for those loyal fans but also for new viewers whose imaginations we hope to capture with our signature moments of humor and music and dance, and most of all, with the very poignant attempts of everyday hearts to embrace and express love."
In “Signed, Sealed, Delivered: One in a Million,” lead postal detective Oliver (Mabius) and his associate Shane (Booth) have been doing a figurative dance with each other, swaying back and forth with the possibility of a relationship. Finally, on their first date at a romantic supper club, Shane begins wondering if it’s a date or not, as she sees the contrast of their relationship next to the extraordinary dance performances of a couple who express the longing of her heart. As Norman Gustafson) and Rita (Lowe) work alongside each other, their personal relationship hits a bump in the road. Together the POStables are asked to find a letter with a one-in-a-million lottery ticket inside. Oliver’s father Joe (Harrison) and beautiful police officer friend Dale assist the investigation, which ultimately changes one couple's lives forever.

“Signed, Sealed, Delivered” is a comedic drama franchise that follows the lives of postal workers who transform themselves into an untraditional team of detectives to track down intended recipients of undeliverable mail. Their missions take them out of the office into an unpredictable world where redirected letters and packages can save lives, solve crimes, reunite old loves and change futures by arriving late but somehow on time.


ABOUT HALLMARK MOVIES & MYSTERIES
Along with sister network Hallmark Channel, Hallmark Movies & Mysteries is the second 24-hour linear channel under the Crown Media Family Networks umbrella. Distributed in both (HD) and standard definition (SD) in 66 million homes across the United States and one of the fastest growing networks in cable, Hallmark Movies & Mysteries is a leading destination for quality family friendly entertainment. Launched in 2008 as Hallmark Movie Channel, the network underwent a brand evolution in fall of 2014 when it transitioned to become Hallmark Movies & Mysteries. True to its name, the channel brings the lighter side of the suspense and mystery genres into focus with rich, dramatic, and thought-provoking storytelling. The network’s programming lineup features a unique mix of original movies, presentations from the acclaimed Hallmark Hall of Fame library, and such time-honored acquired series as Murder She Wrote, Matlock, Hart to Hart, and Diagnosis Murder. The channel is also home to annual 8-week holiday programming event, The Most Wonderful Movies of Christmas, which helps viewers celebrate the season with new original movies and all-time classics like A Christmas Carol; Holiday Affair; Babes in Toyland; and Christmas in Connecticut.

Hallmark owns and operates Crown Media Family Networks.
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